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THIS Reserve COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE-Every five seconds, yet another person develops diabetes.-Worldwide, 285 million
people are suffering from type 2 diabetes. All will benefit from picking this reserve up.This is actually the personal story
of one man who has unearthed the mysteries of the global epidemic and will be offering hard-won practical information
for how readers may take control of their lives and combat this deadly disease."--Jennifer Nicole Lee, writer of The
Jennifer Nicole Lee Fitness Model Diet As a fitness expert myself, who has dealt with family diabetes and coaching
families on how to limit their glucose intake, this publication is a fundamental tool in educating the world on precisely
how dangerous dietary sugar could be. Jeff O'Connell's direct yet user-friendly approach to this essential and
overlooked subject is a lot more than refreshing.-Many of these have no idea."Sugar Country is a must-read!
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A timely message for me This book gives me hope that my genes are not my destiny. I am a 45 yr aged asian woman who
was identified as having prediabetes after a routine physical and labs two years ago. What the heck is certainly going
on? My Dr said that she would generally advise a prediabetic to lose excess weight but since I was already at the low
end of my BMI she didn't think that would help. Her medical plan was to get a fasting bloodstream glucose every year
until it proceeded to go up to a diabetic range i quickly will see her for medication.. I don't recall any recommend about
diet ot workout or anything I possibly could do to boost my condition.Probably the most powerful books I've ever read. If
Mr. I have already been exercising 3 times weekly and can add at least 2 more days. I am hoping I can keep carefully the
prediabetes from progressing. I think I likewise have reactive hypogycemia since I was an adolescent. I warned my
hubby while dating him "The B. Great book compiled by a 'skinny diabetic' about his own way to healing that, strangely,
zero doctor was willing to explore.The good thing is that for Type II diabetics, the most powerful methods to change the
course isby making the right lifestyle changes (nutrition and exercise, which are supported by overwhelming research
inthe book).. is definitely in the house from 4-6pm" (until I had my dinner) The irritability could be similar to rage for
that 2 hours a time. Don't speak to me until I eat. It could be a huge bonus if this new diet gets rid of the B. No need to
discover her for this until I became diabetic.. Five Stars This book is most likely saving lives. as well. doctors just don't
shape anyone is willing to do the effort to get well.!! Therefore, so content. I also shed some weight that i didn't want to
do. When I initial wrote the review, I was draconian in my own low carbohydrate. I tried to remove it however now I
consume carbs however in moderation and I am constantly conscious of carbs in my own diet that i never gave much
thought to before. I utilized to eat dishes of rice, right now it's in tablespoons. The story, the research, the enthusiasm. I
am not as compulsive as that noises. The key word is "try" :) I do drink about 1/2 to 1 1 gallon of 1/2 and 1/2 a week
plus eat far more beef.You won't be sorry!! Not only do the prediabetes not progress, it has been reversed!. One of the
Powerful Books I've Ever Browse. This book is wonderful for several reasons. But, most of all, it is the most
comprehensivereview on the increasing incidence of a frightening disease, Diabetes. It includes significant insightinto
the issues with the way a lot of people eat. It's an individual story from the writer.The info and research that went into
this book is amazing. The author is clearly passionate aboutthis very important topic and with good reason. This is a
disease that could sneak up on anybody if wedon't live the lifestyle we should. Diabetes can be a devastating, existence
threatening disease. My child exercises everyday, is slim and eats what she believed was healthful, but has bloodstream
sugars just like a Type 2 diabetic we uncovered!. (My boy became a Type 1 diabetic in 2012 which prompted me to read
every book at the library on diabetes, so glad that one was there. This reserve has the capacity to preventand possibly
reverse the disease process in lots of people. It might be surprising to listen to that there IS a CURE for diabetes; I try to
do some form of vigorous workout everyday especialy after consuming a large meal.This book truly belongs in the hands
of countless people who desperately need the correct education, beforeit's too late.I quickly put this publication in the
very best 5 health books I've ever browse.If you're are reading this review and so are considering this reserve, get it.You
will not be disappointed. I want to state, it's a "heavy" browse. Why by that is this book includes a greatdeal of details
to absorb.. You'll want to invest some time in reading through it toappreciate and understand the info.) And you usually
hear that Type 2 diabetics are overweight, but this handles the idea of Type 2 diabetes for people who workout and think
they are eating healthy (like my daughter. You'll understand why Diabetes is just the "tip of the iceberg" in
disease.Much because of the author for sharing his personal tale and for the exhaustive research and hard work that
madethis book feasible. I felt just like a sitting duck looking forward to the inevitable diagnosis of diabetes and all that
it entails... For 'healthy' diabetics and hypoglycemics too This book does deal more with Type 2 diabetes rather than
Type 1, however, it also talks about blood sugar irregularities, such as for example hypoglycemia. This is revealing for
me personally as while reading this I suspected that my hubby and daughter have hypoglycemia complications, and after
a blood glucose tolerance test, they do. You'll learn things youprobably experienced no idea about and gain an incredible
perspective into this disease. The writer also says an A1C doesn't let you know everything (my husband and daughter
had good A1Cs, but extreme blood glucose figures on the tolerance test.It's a very powerful book and I am hoping it
finds it's way in to the hands of the people who want to take control of theirhealth and prevent this terrible disease.) I
finished up buying myself a copy of this book to read again.The amount of diabetics and pre-diabetics is rising at an



alarming rate.) Must read Shocking how off "the experts" are. Could such a level of error be a major accident? My father
was identified as having type 2 diabetes in his 60's despite being rail thin so I knew I was at risk despite having always
being thin but I was still surprised.. An excellent resource and an excellent story This book reads not merely as a helpful
health resource but also as a kind of memoir. And with regard to dealing with T2 diabetes (T2D) I found some
misinformation. like tomato pasta sauce! I bought myself a duplicate and also have given a few away too. I am likely to
lessen the cream. Must read! WHEN I discovered my blood glucose was high I visited the library and got a dozen books
on diabetes, this getting one of them. If you've got it, then you do NOT have diabetes in virtually any of its forms: T1, T2
or gestational.. It is rather comprehensive. The book changed my life.What Providence!. It's hard to pig out when you
can't consume an excessive amount of carb which are all my favorite foods :( I am extremely grateful for this reserve
and the wake-you-up call I needed.my blood sugar is now in normal range without medication, I'm down over 50
pounds...and all that in 4.5 months! Life changing reserve!.. My lipid panel is definitely excellent however now the
cholesterol offers crept up at 211 from 160ish but my HDL also went up from 80 to 99. Five Stars Thanks Jeff we have
normal blood sugar now Five Stars GREAT Being truly a good Irish girl I chose to read this one first . The writing is
excellent and the information is described well. I recommend it. Great book compiled by a 'skinny diabetic' about his
own ....I think this book was superbly written!Epilogue (11/09/12) I just got my serum glucose in fact it is 83! It can be
challenging, but it is do-able.I read this book in one day and went grocery shopping for my new low carbohydrate diet
today. Obama really wants to help this country, he should call people to read this reserve, especially in the southern
were diabetes is certainly rampant and then start passing laws and regulations to cut out unnecessary sugar in our
foods;. A poorly written creative writing piece rather than an excellent technical writing piece. I hated this book, thus
the 1-star rating. As I read it I felt just like the author wrote a chapter at a time without writing a master outline at the
outset. It seemed that what the author was talking about in the early parts of the book totally contradicted what he was
stating in the final chapters of the publication.. As a result, I just cannot recommend the reading of this poorly written
misinformed booked. The writer is someone who suffers from a condition called Reactive Hypoglycemia. Being a good
Irish lady I thought we would read this one first based on the authors last name lol. For much of this book I suffered
through the author's complaining that he's destined to die at a age because he had pre-diabetes (diabetes). He also
claimed (rather than deviated from such a claim) that he provides Insulin Resistance which really is a condition whereby
the liver cells and muscles cells in the body become more and more insensitive to insulin when glucose can be delivered
to them from the bloodstream. But by the end of the reserve I then found out his insulin works good and excessively
techniques glucose out of his bloodstream causing him to be hypoglycemic.
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